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Which Way?
Trusting Your “Sense of Direction”

Basic Map & Compass
“Outdoor Navigation 101”
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Course Objectives
(Dive in and Stay Found)

Compass:
• Gain proficiency with an orienteering style 

compass

Map:
• Understand how to read, interpret, and plan 

travel using a topographic map and knowledge of 

terrain

Navigate:
• Learn to use terrain features, map & compass 

together

Skills:
• Practice and develop the ability to travel safely, 

confidently, and independently anywhere in wild 

and remote outdoor places

Map & Compass Land Navigation Overview

Why Learn Land Navigation?

Training and practicing land navigation in the field provides 

enormous benefits to help you in “staying found”

How?

• Track present location  (Where am I?)

• Determine Distance  (How far is it and am I there yet?)

• Sense of direction  (Where do I want to go and where am 

I actually going?)

• How to read a topographic map  (Do I understand the 

map?)

• Terrain and map association  (What hill or river am I
looking at?)

• Spatial skills  (Can I mentally visualize the landscape in 

3D?)

• Plan safe, practical routes  (Take a long safe route or a 

short risky route?) 
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• The best way to learn Land 

Navigation with Map & Compass is 

to get "dirt time”, that is, get out 

there with a map and compass!

• Navigation is not about finding 

yourself after you are lost; it’s about

maintaining knowledge of your 

current and future position as you 

move away from a known point. 

• As you move you have to remain 

cognizant of the terrain you are 

leaving, of the terrain you are 

passing, and of the terrain that is 

ahead. 

• Navigation in the wilderness means 

knowing your starting point, your 

destination, and your route(s) to get 

there.

Learning Map & Compass Land Navigation
The skill of maintaining “Situational Awareness” 

• These skills will allow you to venture farther off 

the beaten path than you ever thought before;  

safely and rewarding.

Play Video

"For the things we have to learn before we can 

do them, we learn by doing them." - Aristotle

Warning!
Applying newly learned navigation skills 

in wild forest or wilderness areas 

opens new opportunities for exciting 

and rewarding travel. It also presents 

the opportunity to overstep your 

skills, with dire consequences if you 

are unprepared. 

This presentation is intended as an 

introductory summary, and is not a 

comprehensive resource. If you want 

to learn backcountry land navigation 

in detail, learn the skills and test 

yourself in small incremental steps of 

difficulty. Better yet, look for 

someone who has the knowledge 

and skills to teach you in person, and 

Practice-Practice-Practice.

Never travel alone.

Always tell someone where 

you are going and when you 

expect to return.
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Introduction to the Compass

Best Choices

Land Navigation Compass Types
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When Using a Compass

Remember:

• The compass needle is magnetic and will be attracted toward any 

nearby iron or steel object, and it will respond to local magnetic fields.

• If you are near a car, snowmobile, ATV, or outboard motor, especially 

if they are running, the needle may veer way off.

• Radios, GPS units, knives, axes, clipboards and metal belt buckles will 

affect the operation of the compass.

• If you are unsure of how far the local magnetic attraction of an object 

extends, simply move away from the object while watching the 

compass needle.  When it no longer wavers towards the object, the 

compass is set for operation.

“If you do not expect the unexpected you will not find it, for it 

is not to be reached by search or trail.” - Heraclitus

• Large, flat, clear baseplate

• Long straight sides

• Liquid damped magnetic 

needle

• Declination adjustment (may 

be on bottom)

• Large, easy to read dial on a 

smoothly rotating housing (or 

bezel)

• Built in magnifier

• Measurement scales

Choosing a Compass 
The Essential Parts of an Orienteering Style Baseplate Compass

Look For:
Baseplate

Direction-of-travel 

arrow

Magnifier

Index pointer

Dial (bezel)
Declination marks

Orienting arrow

Orienting lines

Magnetic needle

Housing

Scales

“If we are facing in the right direction, all we 

have to do is keep walking.” - Buddhist Proverb
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Choosing a Compass 
The Essential Parts of an Orienteering Style Baseplate-Sighting Compass

“Silva Ranger” 

Style Compass

“Silva Ranger” 

Style Compass

The Compass Rose

- Compass measurement “Sanity Check” -

Whenever measuring a direction (azimuth 

or bearing) with compass, ask yourself: 

“Does this angle make sense?”
“Happiness is a direction, not a place.” - Sydney J. Harris
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Which Way is North?

a. Ahead on my left

b. Ahead on my right

c. Toward the east

d. Straight ahead

a. On my left

b. On my right

c. Toward the east

d. Straight ahead

a. On my left

b. On my right

c. Toward the east

d. Straight ahead

Bonus: What geographic direction 

am I facing in each case?

1 2

3

“You've got to be very careful if you don't know where you 

are going, because you might not get there.“ - Yogi Berra

1. Measure an angle (the bearing or 

azimuth) to an object with respect 

to a fixed reference line (the 

compass is a protractor). 

� Measure on a map

� Measure in the field landscape

Functions of a Compass
What are the two primary functions of a compass?

N

N

The compass 

needle is 

“boxed” over 

the orienting 

arrow

“Red in

the shed”

Saved 

bearing

angle

2. Remember the bearing (the 

compass has a memory).

� Turning of the dial to the bearing 

saves the measured angle 

information under the index line.
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Two Ways to “Box” the Compass Needle
(for different purposes)

The 

magnetic 

needle of 

this 

compass is 

NOT

“boxed”

(312)

The magnetic needle of 

this compass is“boxed” 

by rotating the 

dial/bezel, yielding a 

new azimuth angle 

(312)

The magnetic needle 

of this compass is 

“boxed” by rotating 

the baseplate,

preserving the original 

azimuth (045)

1

2

Caution: In either case turn 

to box red to N, do not box 

180 degrees in error!

“Boxed” = “Red in the Shed”

The 

previously  

saved 

azimuth 

was 045 

degrees

The Most Common Questions
On how & when to box the compass needle

“Anyone who isn't confused really doesn't 

understand the situation.”- Edward R. Murrow

Question: When do I just turn the dial (bezel/housing) to 

box the needle on the compass?

Answer: When I want to measure a new bearing angle to 

another distant object (either in the field, or on the map),

And I want to save the bearing information to that object,

And I want to erase information about a previous angle.

Question: When do I just hold the compass by the base, turn 

only my body (with the compass as a whole), to box the needle?

Answer: When I want to look toward a distant object (in the 

field, or on the map) whose bearing has already been dialed into 

the compass, and then to head in that direction.

Play video
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“Box the Needle”
Rotate the dial to find the bearing from you to a distant mountain

• Face the object squarely 

(point your feet, your 

body, and the baseplate

direction of travel arrow 

toward the mountain).

• “Box the needle” rotate 

the dial to align the 

orienteering arrow under 

the needle.

• This “erases” any 

previously stored angle 

information, and records 

the angle to the mountain 

you are sighting in your 

forward view.

While holding the 

baseplate fixed, 

rotate the dial
Read the bearing 

to the object 

now saved under 

the direction of 

travel index line

“Box the Needle”
Rotate your body to turn toward an object at a given bearing angle

• Next, box the needle by rotating your body while holding the compass baseplate.

• Do not separately turn the dial (doing that would erase your saved bearing angle).

• Turning your body to box the needle faces you toward the object.

Someone says:

“I want you to travel in the direction 

of 045 degrees (magnetic)”.

• Rotate the bezel to dial the 045 

degree bearing (azimuth) under 

the direction of travel index.

• This “saves” the angle 

information on the compass dial.

Rotate your body

not the dial

Then…
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Tips to Get Accurate Compass Measurements
Taking a Bearing/Finding an Azimuth on a Visible Distant Object

• Adjust for magnetic declination as appropriate.

• Hold the compass level so the needle swings freely.

• Hold the compass, waist to chest high, in front of your 

body.

• Turn your entire body, pointing feet and the Direction 

of Travel Arrow end of compass directly to the object.

• Raise and lower eyes, do not move your head. 

• Avoid taking readings near ferrous (magnetic) objects 

(belt buckles, clipboards, vehicles).

• Turn dial/housing to box needle - check for red in shed.

• Follow the direction of travel arrow, not the compass 

needle, when walking a bearing. 

• Check back-bearings to ensure you are on track when 

navigating.
A back-bearing is measured from the object to your 

position. The back bearing differs by 180° and is in 

the opposite direction from the direct bearing

Tips on Walking a Bearing
Moving Toward a Distant Goal

• Adjust for magnetic declination as appropriate.

• Take a bearing, or dial in a given bearing for an object.

• Once set, do not further turn the dial/bezel/housing.

• Hold compass with Direction of Travel Arrow pointing in 

the same direction as your feet.

• Turn your entire body to box the needle – red in shed.

• The Direction of Travel arrow and your feet are now 

pointing toward the object. 

• Recheck - does this direction make sense? 

• Walk toward the Direction of Travel Arrow, not toward 

the compass needle.

• Gaze up, find an intermediate object in the same 

direction. Hold compass at your side or put in a pocket.

• Walk to the intermediate object, bypassing obstacles.

• Repeat until the goal is reached.
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The Topographic Map

“A few observations and much reasoning lead to error; many 

observations and a little reasoning to truth.” - Alexis Carrel

Introduction to Topographic Maps

• Reading a map is a language composed of 
lines, colors, and symbols.

• Six basic colors are used for Topo Maps
�Brown (Contour Lines)
�Black (Man Made Features, Roads, Trails)
�Blue (Water Features)
�Green (Vegetation, Forested)
�White (Open Areas, Clearings)
�Red (Major Highways)
Two minor colors

• Pink (Built up area, civilization)
• Purple (Updated Map Information)

• Symbols are used to represent the natural 
and man-made features of the earth.

• Contour lines show relief and elevation; they 
indicate variations in terrain features and 
heights of natural features.

• Every map has margin Information.   
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Topographic Map Legend
(1:24,000 series)

Map Scales

Recall…. 1 mile = 5,280 feet = 1.6 km
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Topographic Map Legend 
(1:25,000 series)

Date

Declination

Contour Interval

Adjoining Maps

Basic Information

Woods

Map Symbols

Marsh or swamp

Submerged 
marsh or swamp

Wood marsh 
or swamp

Submerged wood 
marsh or swamp
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Perennial stream

Perennial river

Small falls; small rapids

Large falls; large rapids

Perennial lake or pond

Intermittent lake or pond

Intermittent stream

Dam

Well or spring

Bridge

Foot Bridge

Map Symbols

Highway

Road

Dirt Road

Trail

Power Lines

Buildings

Built-up Areas

Airports

Landing Strip

School

Church

ce
m

Cemetery

Mine

Gravel Pit Railroad

Map Symbols
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Contour Lines
Visualizing Terrain in 3-D

Contour Lines
Contour Interval - The contour interval is the distance between 

each contour line. The contour interval is found along the bottom 

edge, center of the map (1:24K) or on the legend page (1:25K).

Intermediate Contour - a brown line on a topographic map and 

represents a line of equal elevation. 

Index Contour - a bolder/wider brown line that has the elevation 

value marked at various intervals as a part of the line. Example: contour is 20 feet interval

A=700 ft

B=740 ft

C=770 ft

D=820 ft
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Being able to visualize the shape of the landscape by 

looking at the contour lines of a map is a very useful 

skill that can be developed with practice. It will allow 

you to choose the best route for your journey. 

The heart of a topo map is its overlay of contour lines, 

each line indicating a constant elevation as it follows 

the shape of the landscape. Contour lines that are 

close together represent steep slopes. If you know 

how to read a topo map you can look at your 

surroundings and compare them with our map. This is 

a good way to keep yourself oriented.

Visualizing in 3-D

Important Tip - Look for the “V” or the “U” shape:

Contour lines crossing a ridge or spur point downhill

Contour lines crossing a valley or stream point uphill 

Contour Matching Quiz ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

A

B

C

D

E

F
“A man should look for what 

is, and not for what he thinks 

should be.” - Albert Einstein
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• A map view shows no 

perspective, it looks 

straight down from above 

at every location

• Viewing perspective of 

landscape that is not 

directly underfoot  is 

generated in your head

Visualize Terrain in 3-D
Photo-Topo Comparison

Photo by Mark Kurtz

Compass Meets Map

• Defining North

• Understanding 

Declination

• Orient the map

• Plot a Course

• Determine 

Location

“All you need is the plan, the map, and the courage to 

press on to your destination” - Earl Nightingale
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Which Way is North?

• True North. A line from any point on the 

earth's surface to the north pole. Is 

represented by a star. The side edges of 

the map are always oriented to TN.

• Magnetic North. The direction to the 

north magnetic pole, as indicated by the 

north-seeking needle of a magnetic 

compass. The magnetic north is usually 

symbolized by a line ending with half of an 

arrowhead.

• Grid North. The north that is established 

by using the vertical grid lines on the map.  

Symbolized by the letters GN.  Used for 

UTM grid by military and rescue teams for 

its accuracy and simplicity.

Three flavors of “North”

TN

Note: The exact angle as drawn in 

the diagram may not be accurate 

Declination diagram ad it appears on 

the topo map margin:

"Great God this is an awful place.” – Capt 

Robert Scott, referring to the South Pole

Southwest corner of “Wolf Mountain Quadrangle”

Edge of the map is always 

along a True North (TN) 

line of longitude

UTM Grid overlay is oriented 

to Grid North (GN), will always 

be within 3 degrees of TN. Grid 

is 1km perfect square.

Magnetic North (MN) is 

indicated only on the 

declination diagram (14 

degrees west in this case)

Three Flavors of “North”
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Defining North
Finding the “North” Pole

“Now my eyes are turned from the South to the North, and I want to lead one more 

Expedition. This will be the last... to the North Pole.” - Ernest Shackleton

Declination by Location

Curved isogonic lines of equal declination
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Map Declination Diagram
Can You Ignore Declination?

The Declination Diagram is the single most important key to 

using the compass and map together!

Rule of thumb… every one degree of error in 

compass/map measurement results in a 1-in-60 

cross-course distance error at the destination. 

Example: Assume a 3 degree compass error.

Walk 6000 feet on bearing (slightly over a mile).

End up 3x100 = 300 feet left/right of destination.

6000 feet desired track Destination here

End up here

1500 feet off course

15 degree course angle error

TN

Play video

15°

Ignoring 15 degree declination = 1500 feet of cross course error!

Orient the Map True to Earth
No Compass - Visual Orientation Method

• Useful when landscape objects are 

visible and identifiable.

• Visually locate one or more known 

distant objects in the landscape.

• Locate the same object(s) on the 

map.

• Hold the map in front of you to 

visually align a prominent object on 

the map with the same real object on 

the ground.

• Double check with additional objects.

• Determine visual directions from the 

map (the map is your compass).

• Navigate by observation and terrain 

matching. 

X (earth)
X (map)

You are here
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Orient the Map True-to-Earth
Precision Compass with Declination Diagram 

Begin Step 1 by 

duplicating the 

declination 

diagram onto the 

compass

Dec=14 degrees

• Dial in 14 degrees of declination here

(ignore the magnetic needle until Step 3).

• Note the similar appearance of the 

orienting arrow to the Magnetic North 

arrow in declination diagram.

• Place map 

on a flat 

surface.

• Align edge

of compass 

baseplate 

along edge of 

map.

Step 2

Step 1

Step 3

• Rotate the entire map 

with compass riding until

the needle is boxed.

Edge of map 

(TN) is now 

aligned to 

Geographic True 

North.

When the map is 

aligned true north to 

the earth, physical 

objects on land will 

correspond with the 

same objects on the 

map - in the same 

relative orientations 

and directions.

Declination is automatically accounted for upon 

setup.  The compass placed anywhere on the 

map will measure angles identical to compass 

field measurements on the actual landscape 

without further adjustment. 

Orient the Map True-to-Earth
Advantages

TN

In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks. - John Muir
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Plot a Course on the Map

• Terrain observation 

and landscape 

following method

• Map true-to-earth 

alignment method

• Declination 

unadjusted compass 

with random map 

orientation method

• Declination adjusted 

compass with 

random map 

orientation method
“Two Guides”, W. Homer

“May your trails be crooked, winding, lonesome, dangerous, leading to the most 

amazing view. May your mountains rise into and above the clouds.” -Edward Abbey

?

•Map Symbols

•Terrain

•Contours

•Direction Finding

•Handrails

•Backstops

•Off-aiming

•Dead Reckoning

•Water Courses

•Wetlands

•Trails

•Distance & Time

•Alternates

•Emergency

•Mistake Potential

•Error Correction

Plot a Course on the Map
Terrain Observation & Landscape Following Techniques

Plot a course from Ash Pond  to the east side of Fishpole Pond outlet while considering:
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Plot a Course on the Map
Terrain Observation & Landscape Following Techniques

Direct Route

Trail Segment

Dry Season

Highland

Grand Tour?

Escape Route?

Plot a Course on the Map
Method #1 - Map aligned true-to-earth

After the map is aligned 

map true north to earth 

true north, do not rotate 

or shift the map.

Place compass on map 

with either left or right 

edge of compass along 

the desired course, from 

Ash to Fishpole.

Ensure that the compass 

is placed so the Direction 

of Travel Arrow goes 

from start to end, not the 

reverse

Step 1

Go to Step 2
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Plot a Course on the Map
Method #1 - Map aligned true-to-earth

Step 2

Keep both map and compass 

baseplate fixed in place.

Turn the dial to “box the 

needle” red to north, to save 

the azimuth under the index.

Pick up the compass, hold it 

properly in front of your body, 

with Direction of Travel Arrow 

pointing in the same direction 

as your feet.

With your body rotation only, 

box the needle (do NOT rotate 

the dial separately).

Proceed in the Direction of TravelMap edge must be physically aligned to 

True North each time a bearing is plotted

This is the ONLY method that uses 

the magnetic needle when the 

compass is placed ON the map.

Plot a Course on the Map
Method #2 – Prepare the map by drawing MN field lines

Draw magnetic north field lines with protractor and ruler

Declination angle

A compass will 

also work as a 

protractor

Uncertain how? 

Simply make 

the angle 

correspond to 

the declination 

diagram angle

MN

Draw line, slide 

straight edge parallel, 

draw line, repeat

A good time 

for Map 

Study!
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Step 1

After map is prepared by drawing magnetic north field lines: Important Note:

Map physical 

orientation may be 

completely random 

with respect to Earth!

Place compass on 

map with either left 

or right edge of 

compass along the 

desired course, from 

Ash to Fishpole Pond.

Map edge is not 

aligned with any 

particular direction

Go to Step 2

Important rule with this method:

When compass touches the map, 

IGNORE the compass needle!!!

Plot a Course on the Map
Method #2 – Map prepared with MN field lines

Dial is initially set at any random 

azimuth, needle is ignored

Important rule with this method:

When compass touches the map, 

IGNORE the compass needle!!!

Step 2Do not box the needle until you lift the compass from the map!

Plot a Course on the Map
Method #2 – Map prepared with MN field lines

Hold compass on the map.

Rotate the dial to make the 

compass orienting lines 

parallel to the magnetic field 

lines drawn on map – do not 

box the needle on the map.

Lift the compass from the 

map, hold it properly in front 

of your body, with Direction 

of Travel Arrow pointing in 

the same direction as your 

feet.

With your body rotation only, 

box the needle (do NOT 

rotate the dial separately).

Proceed in the Direction of 

Travel.

Orienting lines turned to 

parallel to MN field lines
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Adjusting the Compass for Declination

On many compasses you are able to adjust the declination by 

twisting a ring, using a screw or some other method of changing 

where the orienting arrow points relative to the azimuth ring.

Declination 

Adjustment  

Screw (may 

be on the 

bottom of 

compass)

Refer again to the declination 

diagram from the topo map. 

The adjusted compass should 

appear similar.

With this adjustment, all azimuth/bearing angles are now relative to True North

If GN is > 1 degree, use the full 

MN-GN angle when adjusting the 

compass for use with UTM Grid.

Plot a Course on the Map
Method #3 – Compass adjusted for declination using UTM grid map overlay

Hold compass on the map.

Rotate the dial to make the 

black orienting lines parallel 

to the True North Grid on 

map – do not box the needle 

on the map.

Pick up the compass, hold it 

properly in front of your 

body, with Direction of Travel 

Arrow pointing in the same 

direction as your feet.

With your body rotation only, 

box the needle (do NOT 

rotate the dial separately).

Proceed in the Direction of 

Travel.

Note: If GN is > 1 degree, use the full MN-GN angle when adjusting the compass for dec

Important rule with this method:

When compass touches the 

map, IGNORE the compass 

needle!!!

Map edge is not 

aligned with any 

particular direction

Important rule with this method:

When compass touches the map, 

IGNORE the compass needle!!!

Orienting lines turned to 

parallel to Grid North lines

Orienting arrow is 

offset for declination
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Pinpointing Your Location in the Wilderness  

To determine or verify your exact location, you 

must maintain a continuous general idea of 

where you are at all times using: 

• Map Reading & compass

• Landscape Observation

• Terrain Following

• Dead Reckoning

Tri/bi-angulation, Intersection, and Resection:

• Fix a location by using intersecting bearings 

taken on two or more distant known points.

• Best done from an open site with views of 

distant objects (mountains, lakes, buildings).

• While not necessary, it will be very helpful to 

orient the map to True to Earth.

“You can observe a lot by just watching.” - Yogi Berra

Your “educated guess” general location is somewhere to the west of Fishpole Pond.

A visual terrain scan shows a distinct elevation northwest, and another southwest.

Rough orientation of map to true earth shows likely corresponding peaks on the map. 

Your compass is adjusted for declination (MN+GN), so the map UTM Grid may be used.

• Facing directly toward the NW elevation, boxing the 

needle yields a bearing of 319 degrees true.

[Sanity Check – does this angle make sense?]

• Draw a Line of Position (LOP) from the NW peak.

• Facing directly toward the SW elevation, boxing the 

needle yields a bearing of 221 degrees true.

[Sanity Check – does this angle make sense?]

• Draw a Line of Position (LOP) from the SW peak.

“Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not 

in finishing an activity but in doing it.”- Greg Anderson

Triangulation, Intersection, or Resection?

An Exercise to Find Your Location in the Wilderness
Where Am I?
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X

XFacing NW 

toward what 

is suspected 

to be Indian 

Mountain, box 

the needle

Facing SW 

toward what 

is suspected 

to be the SW 

peak, box the 

needle

Compass is adjusted 

for declination

Bearing=319

Bearing=221

Suspect observed peak #1

Suspect observed peak #2

An Exercise to Find Your Location in the Wilderness
Where Am I?

X

X

Rotate the

Baseplate

Place a forward corner (left or right) 

of the compass on the first observed 

point (Indian Mtn), hold corner in 

place as a fixed pivot point.

The goal is to hold the corner on 

Indian Mtn pivot, while rotating the 

ENTIRE compass by the baseplate to 

get the orienting lines parallel with 

the UTM Grid North lines.

Do not touch 

that dial!

An Exercise to Find Your Location in the Wilderness
Where Am I?

Magnetic compass needle is 

not shown because it is not 

used or needed on the map

Rough map orientation relative to the 

ground is helpful, but not necessary.
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X

X

Rotate the

Baseplate

Place a forward corner (left or right) 

of the compass on the first observed 

point (Indian Mtn), hold corner in 

place as a fixed pivot point.

The goal is to hold the corner on 

Indian Mtn pivot, while rotating the 

ENTIRE compass by the baseplate to 

get the orienting lines parallel with 

the UTM Grid North lines.

After the baseplate is rotated such 

that the orienting lines are aligned 

parallel to the grid, draw (or 

visualize) a Line of Position (LOP) 

through the pivot point along the 

compass edge.

Do not touch 

that dial!

An Exercise to Find Your Location in the Wilderness
Where Am I?

Magnetic compass needle is 

not shown because it is not 

used or needed on the mapRough map orientation relative to the 

ground is helpful, but not necessary.

X

Repeat the process for the 

second observed point (and 

a third point if you have it).

Rotate

Baseplate

Hold compass corner on 

this Fixed Pivot Point

Magnetic compass needle is 

not shown because it is not 

used or needed on the map

Do not touch 

that dial!X

LOP

An Exercise to Find Your Location in the Wilderness
Where Am I?
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X

X
After the baseplate is rotated such that 

the orienting lines are aligned parallel 

to the grid, draw (or visualize) a Line of 

Position (LOP) from the pivot point 

along the compass edge. Repeat for 

each point.

Important - “Sanity Check” – Does 

this location make sense with your 

previously assumed location?

• Recheck observed bearings

• Local terrain gradient

• General landscape match

• Other distant objects

• Route history

• Reset continuing route

• Reset route expectations

Where the LOPs intersect, You Are Here! 

Almost done…

An Exercise to Find Your Location in the Wilderness
Where Am I?

LOP

When all Appears Lost
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Course Summary

• Knowledge of navigation techniques is 

a key skill for those who wish to travel 

in wild places. 

• Even if you are in a group, don't rely 

on others to navigate for you; what if 

the leader of your group is injured or 

taken ill? What if your guide 

exaggerated their abilities?

• Whether you are following 

established trails or venturing 

off the beaten track, you should be 

able to keep track of where you are 

and get home safely again.

Navigation as a Key Skill

• Track present location  (Where am I?)

• Determine Distance  (How far is it and am I there yet?)

• Sense of direction  (Where do I want to go and where am 

I actually going?)

• How to read a topographic map  (Do I understand the 

map?)

• Terrain and map association  (What hill or river am I
looking at?)

• Spatial skills  (Can I mentally visualize the landscape in 

3D?)

• Plan safe, practical routes  (Take a long safe route or a 

short risky route?)

Navigation Knowledge & Skill Check
Have you learned…

Why Learn Land Navigation?

Training and practicing land navigation in the field provides 

enormous benefits to help you in “staying found”
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Any Questions?

Don’t Get
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Outdoor Map & Compass Training ExerciseOutdoor Map & Compass Training Exercise

Is Highly Location Dependent...

Field Exercise 
Preparation

Field Exercise 
Preparation

Course 1
Basic Map & Compass 

Training

Course 1
Basic Map & Compass 

Training
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Terrain, Map Reading, & 
Compass Navigation Exercise
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Face West

Face Southwest
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Southeast SouthwestFace South

Face Southeast
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Face North

What is your travel 

observation history?
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Face West

Orient 

Map 

Facing 

West
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Face South

Orient 

Map 

Facing 

South
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Face Southeast
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Possible Visible Landmarks

Fern Mtn 1 mile 271 MN

Hill south 1.2 m 200 MN

Hill SE 1.7 m 164 MN

7th Mtn 2.5 m 142 MN

Hill NE 1.1 m 064 MN

Hill NW 0.4 m 345 MN
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Golf Course X Loop

Leg # Feet Meters

Mag

Headin

g

1 508 155 271

2 466 142 235

3 177 54 175

4 177 54 53

5 665 203 52

Golf Course X Loop

Begin your trip at the end of a short gravel walk

1. Head in the general direction of the western mountains, choose a course of 271 degrees 

magnetic, (508 feet, or approximately 90 of my paces).  Stay in the clear, but long before you 

think a canoe might be needed, the forest woods will “point” to where you should stop.  How 

long did this trip take by your watch? How many paces?

2. Alter your course now, to go west of another pond.  Stop on a very small “green” just short of 

the large “green”. MH of 235 degrees for 466 feet. Calculate your time and/or paces.

3. A short trip south will bring you to the land between the waters.  MH 175 degrees for 54 feet.

4. Walk easy for 54 more feet on a heading of 053 magnetic, until greeted by a cold hard fat man.

5. Long distance now, through briars and ravines, until reaching the unseen final destination. MH 

052 degrees for 665 feet. You will know when to stop.

Total distance: 1993 feet, approximately 0.4 miles.  How long did it take over this type of ground?
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5

4

3

2

1 0

Golf Course X Loop
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